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Summary
Oakland, CA--Cybernet is proud to announce that they now have more than 14,000 customers and over 1 million units sold and

installed this year.

Message
Cybernet has helped these 14000+ customers build and manage their IT infrastructure and succeed in meeting their various goals.

Among their top clients are Lexus, THE CIA, Avnet, National Oilwell Varco, and Security National Bank.

The banking industry is one of their major clients. They have really has embraced Cybenet PC technology in many forms for their

customer-facing services. Today customers can select how they want to interact with their banks, be it remotely over the Internet or

with a teller at a bank or credit union. Many transactions must still be accomplished at a banking hall, however, and often customers

just prefer to bank in person. Thatâ€™s why Cybernetâ€™s product continue to dot many a banking halls.

Government agencies are have also contributed massively to this achievement. Because they serve the needs of their citizens at the

city, county, state and federal levels many agencies have preferred Cybernetâ€™s PC technology.

But these are only a two of their major clients. As mentioned above, Cybernet products are massively used by big corporations that

use many computers to ran their businesses. Most of these institution look at space saving, reliability and flexibility when looking

for PCs and these have been the key selling points for Cybernetâ€™s all-in-one PCs. Some simply need specialized computers like a

pos system or a medical computer to run their businesses. 

About Cybernet

Cybernet is the pioneer in high-performance, all-in-one PC technology for multiple markets like health care, banking, education,

government, and other industries. Since 1996, they have focused their design and manufacturing efforts on space saving IT

solutions, customized for their customers' unique environments and computing needs. Their product range includes all-in-one PCs in

an LCD monitor, all-in-one PCs in a keyboard, and medical grade all-in-one PCs that can be used in sterile environments.  
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